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It is of course true that one-half of the female labourers from 

rural areas, as the male labourers, was associated with the widespread 

pre-capitalist and low-grade capitalist labour markets which spanned 

both rural and urban areas. However, it was a special characteristic of 

the other half of the female labourers, in contrast to the male labourers, 

that they were strongly associated with capitalist large-scale industry. 

Of course, not only was the wage-labour market called into being 

by capitalist large-scale industry at this period narrow in sdope but the 

conditions of work in it were extremely poor, as " pre-modern " social 

relations survived in it. 

The vast number of small family enterprises frequehtly employed 

outside labourers either temporarily or by the year, but in these cases 

not only were the monetary wages extremely low but they were also 
supplemented by payments in kind consisting of poor quality goods sup-

plied by the employer. In such cases monetary wages were even of such 

a character as to be "pocket-money " given in addition to the payments 

in kind which made possible the reproduction of the minimum manual 

labour power. Not only that, but the relations of employment in such 

cases were " pre-modern " or " semi-feudal," and payments, hours of 

labour, and the content of the work were not exactly contractedand 
were susceptible of being arbitrarily altered at the will of the employer. 

Not only did social relations of this kind pervade the small-scale 

capitalist enterprises, but an~ong the workers employed in these enter-

prises the pre-modern ~elations of oyakata ~1;i~ (master) and totei ~~~~ 

(apprentice) survived to a great degree. Thus it was the maste", s who 

represented the employees beL0re their employer, and it was common 
for the young ~pprentice (no small part of which was supplied from 
poor peasants) to work at the direction of the master, to receive their 

wages from him, and to live as dependents in his household. 

The str.ucture seen in the pre-capitalist labour markets associated 

with the greater part of the d~class~ peasantry of this period was 
reflected in the wage-1abour market of industrial capital sectors. 

In the cotton industry as the nucleus of industrial capital at 

that day a large volume of young females was drawn off from the 
peasantry which had lost their land and lapsed into the status of tenants, 

in the form of temporary work for periods of a few years, and these 

labourers were employed under extremely poor conditions. The low 
wages and poor conditions of labour of these women, which were 
considered to be the most powerful weapon in the hands of Japanese 
industrial capital, were actually transplanted forms of wages and condi-
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tions of labour for female day-labourers among the peasantry. 

On the average, wages and conditions of labour were better than in 

other sectors in the large-scale enterprises of heavy industry. However, 

because the development of the latter was markedly slow in Japan, pre-

modem relations of employment and the relations of maste,- and appren-

tice still survived, albeit that the heavy industry labour market itself was 

a narrow 'one, and furthermore was progressively breaking down.l 
Further, the wages of the young labourers from declass~ peasant families 

which was fitted into the ranks of the apprentices may be said to have 

been little different from the wages of day-labours in agriculture. 

The above discussion regarding the labour market was useful to 
characterize the structure of Japan~se agriculture. On this problem let 

us consider the following two points. 

( i ) Underdevelopment of the industrial sector r.endered incomplete 

the break-up of the minute scale small peasant production sustained by 

the communal structure of the agricultural village and consequently small 

peasant pr.oduction, which was mainly based on male labour, was left 

in a stagnated condition. This is attributable to the following factors : 

the general underdevelopment of industry and especially the inner struc-

ture of industrial capital which is biased to light industry depending 

on female workers ; in other words the market for male workers was 
unexpanded because of the infantile condition of heavy industry, and 

also employment terms in general were extremely poor in the labour 

market. Under these conditions many of the peasants failed to adapt 

themselves to tlle penetration of the money economy, and were unable, 

after losing their land and lapsing into the status of tenants, to give 

up agriculture and stand on their own feet as wage-labour, but continued 

to carry on minute-scale small peasant production. 

In a situation in which small-scale peasant production could not 
but persrst over a wide field on the one hand " pre capitalist " and 

" semi-feudal " expropriation of small-scale peasant production was carried 

on by landlords, merchants, and money-1enders, and on the other hand 
a great host of so-called " seasonal wage-1abour " (.dekasegi-gata chingin 

ro~do~sha ~l}~~~~.~~~li~~:~~i~f~Js~~) was educed which works for low wages and 

under poor conditions. Thus in Japan " pre-capitalist " and " semi-

l On ~survivals of a pre-modern character in relations of employment in the large enter-

prises of heav,y industry, see Hy6do Tsuyoshi ~~~~{~~lJ, " Tekk6 Kumiai no Seiritsu to 

Sono Ho~kai-Nisshin Sens5-go ni okeru Jtik6gy5 no R6shi Kankei ~!il~~:A~~ a)~j~~~ ~ '~~ 

q)~j~~~ ~~i~~~~~'~:~' } ~s}~ ~,~;Il~;~q)~~~~~l~~ (The Genesls and Break-up of the lron-

workers' Union-Labour'Capital Relations After the Sino-Japanese War)" in Keizaigaku 

Ronsha ~~{~{~~~;~~~~~~. Vol. XXXI, No. 4, Vol. XXXII. Nos., 2-3 (Jan.-Oct., 1966). 
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feudal”relations　in　agriculture　were　closely　associated　with　capitalist

relations　血　industry．

（ii）We　must　consider　how重he　structure　o｛the　labour　mαrket　was

connected　with　the　economic　conditions　of　minute－scale　landholding．

The　main　labourer　in　small　faming　was　male，with　female　functioning

as　a　secondary　Iabo皿er．Consequently，the　labour　market　h＆d　important

connexion　with　the　question　of　the　evaluation　of“family　labour”on

the　small　holding．　However，the　greater　part　of　the　peasant　male

labourer　was　stro耳gly　associαted　with　the　pre－capitalist　and　low・grαde

capitalist　labour　markets　in　the　urbanαnd　mral　areas，and　was　confhed

to　the　association　with　the　labour　market　of　industrial　capitaL　Further，

the　poor　wages　and　conditions　of1αbourer　and　pre－modem　charαcter　of

employment　were　still　re且ected　even　in　the　large・scale　heavy　industry

sector．The　market　for　female　labour　was　even　poorer　in　wages　and

conditions　of　labour　than　that　of　the　male　labourer．

　　　　The　evaluation　of“family　labour”Was　set　in　the　minimum　level

so　as　barely　to　accomplish　the　economic　reproduction　of　the　small　scale

holding　and　in　this　contexHt　was　impossible　to　demand　equivalents　to

the　invested“family　Iabour，”even　at　such　a　low　level　of　wages　as　in

the　industrial　sector　subject　to　pre・modem　terms　of　employment．2

　　　　Further，small　peasants　suf［ered　from　money－lending　exploitation　by

the　landlords　and　merchants．Agrarian　income　from．the　small　holdings

at　this　stage　was　even　less　th＆n　the　poor　level　of　wages　of　day　labourers

in　agriculture．

2．　．Agプゼ‘z‘1魏7‘〆P名04％‘云5

　　　　Next　let　us　consider　the　second　point　mentioned　above，the　charac・

teristics　apparent　in　the　formula　for　meeting　the　rise　in　demand　for

agricultural　produce　in　the　development　of　capitalism．Here，too，we

shall　discuss　the　matter　with　the　help　of　a　co恥parison　with　England．

　　　　In　general　there　is　an　increasing　demand　for　foodstuff　and　industrial

products　from　agriculture　as　an　accompaniment　tQ　the　development　of

capitalism，but　the　formulae　employed　in　meeting　this　demand　in　England

and　Japan　differed　markedly　from　one　another．

　　　　On　into　the　mid－19th　century　England　proceeded　to　complete　herself

as‘the　workshop　of　the　world，’ahd　in　this　process，simultaneously　with

the　hlcreasing　export　of　manufactured　goods，the　increasing　demand　for

food　and　industrial　products　from　agricult皿e　was　met　with　the　help　of

imports　from　overseas．In　this　process　the　position　of　agriculture　withh1

2　　　See　p。475。
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Table2． PRODUCTION　AND　THE　DEGREE　OF　DEPENDENCE　ON
IMPORTS　OF　WHEAT　IN　ENGLAND

　　A
Cultivated

　Area
（1盤呈黛お8s）

　　B　　　　　　C
　　　　　　　　Index　ofDomestic
　　　　　　　Production
Pr。ducti。n　perAcre
　　　　　　　　　（B！A）

（q濃rs）（qu蟹ers）

　　D　　　　　　E

　Imports　　　Totai
（excluding　　　SupPly
re－exports）　（B十D）

（躍9rs）（q濃rs）

　　F
Degree　of
Dependence
on　㎞ports
　（D／E）

　　（％）

1855

1865

1875

1885

1895

1905

4，076．4（100）

3，646。7（90）

3，503．7　（　86）

2，549。3（　63）

1，456．O（36〉

1，836．6（46）

13，922．8

13，975．9

10，018．4

9，639．7

4，785．6

7，541．6

100

112

84

111

115

120

3，056．8

5，996。4

13，841．3

18，719．3

24，802．5

25，992．3

16，979．6

19，972．3

23，859．7

28，359。0

29，586．1＊

33，533．9

18．0

30。0

58．0

66．0

84．0

77．5

Notes：

Source：

1．There　is　an　error　in　t血e　total　supply五gure　marked　with　an　asteris1く，but　it

　is　left　as　in　the　original　source．

2．Cultivated　area　may　be　regarded　as　an　index　of　the　area　sown　to　wheat，

丁駈e　original　of　th圭s　table　was　produced　by　Yamada　Katsujir6from　data　on

pages　92－98　0f　the　R8汐07渉qブ‘hθCo卿”z琵6θ80π　S≠αみ∫あ簸zホ∫on　qプA9η’o％㌃z‘名召

P吻63，Ministry　o｛Agriculture　and　Fisheries　Economic　Series，No．2，1925，

and　the　original　table　has　been　fur血er　processed　by　Teruoka．　Yamada　Katsu冒

jir6山田勝次郎，K∫η4漉NOgyσn∫罐07一％Sh貌oη一ch漉％58窺哲o　Kッ読σ近代農業

における資本蓄積と恐慌（Cap量tal　Accumulation　in　Modem　Agriculture　and

Business　Slumps），in　shα肋歪Kα9説％肚會科學，No．1（1949），P、67。

English　capitalism　rapidly　declined，The　sown　areas　and　production　of

wheat，an　important　product　in　England，progressively　declined，while

conversely　imports　of　this　grain　increased　and　the　degree　of　self・suf五・

ciency　in　wheat　declined　rapidly．

　　　Atendencysim丑artothatofEnglanddidindeedappearinJapan
also．But　in　Japan　it　was　much　more　dwarfed　than　inEngland　and

also　included　characteristic　relations．　The　cotton　industry，as　the　basal

axis　of　Japanese　industrial　capital，exported　its　products　to　the　Asian

markets　chie且y　Chhla，and　on　the　other　hand　developed　relations　in

which　the　agric楓tural　product　used　as　raw　materia1，namely　raw　cotton，

was　imported　from　overseas，principally　from　India，China，and　America，

In　this　process　the　cotton　production，which　had　been　an　important

agricultural　commodity　in　Japan　in　former　times，was　caused　to　decline

decisively　over　the　years．Such　relations　as　these　may　be　said　to　be　of

the　same　type　as　those　of　England．But　what　I　wish　to　note　here　con－

cems　relations　which　are　in　contrast　to　England．

　　（i）　Rice　is　the　staple　food　of　the　Japanese，as　wheat　is　of　the　English，

and　the　increasing　demand　for　foodstufE　accompany・ing　the　development

of　capitalism　was　met　in　Japan　on　a　strongly　self－su伍cient　basis　by

means　of　increased　production　of　rice．In　contrast　to　England，in　Japan
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the　rice　production　was　developed　by　means　of　increases　in　the　planted

a「ea　and　yields　Per　mit　area．Of　course，Japan　transformed　herself　from

a　rice－exporting　country　into　a　rice－importing　country　in　the　course　of

economic　development，and　furthermore　degree　of　self－su伍ciency　in　rice

came　to　decline　as　in　the　case　of　England．But，as　will　be　abundantly

clear　from　a　comparison　of　Table3with　Table2，in　Japan　the　degree

of　self－su伍ciency　in　rice　was　maintained　at　a　level　so　high　as　to　make

it　unworthy　of　comparison　with　England’s　self．suf五ciency　in　wheat．

Further，Japanese　industrial　capital，while　exporting　its　products　to

China，developed　relations　which　increased　imports　of　soybean　cake
fertilizers　in　retum　for　these　exports，fertilizers　which　were　of　service　in

raising　domestic　production　of　rice．

　　（ii）　At　this　stage　the　greatest　Japanese　exporting　industry　was　the

silk　industry，centred　on　silk。reeling．　Exports　of　raw　silk　occupied

37％of　Japan’s　exports　over　the　years1903－1912．As　an　accompani－

ment　to　this　development　of　the　silk　industry　there　was　a　sudden　increase

in　demand　at　this　stage　for　the　raw　material　used　in　this　industry，namely

cocoons，and　this，too，was　wholly　met　on　a　basis　of　self－suf五ciency　by

an　increase　in　domestic　prαiuction，　To　express　it　schematically，the

　　　　　Table3．SUPPLY　AND　DEMAND　RELATIONS　FOR　RICE　IN　JAPAN

Planted　　　Yield　per
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Production

　Area　　O．1Hectares
（1，000ha．）　　　　　（彦oた％）　　　　（1，000彦o彦％）

Degree　of　　　　　　　　　Consumption
Self－Su伍。　Consumption
　　ciency　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　per　Person
（1，000舟oた麗）　　　　（1，000彦o為銘）　　　　　　　（海o舟％）

1878－1887

　　　　　1ndex

2，591　　　　　　1，227　　　　　　31，799　　　　　　　268＊

　100　　　　　　　　100　　　　　　　　100　　　　　　　101

31，531

　　100

0，883

　100

1883－1892

1888－1897

1893－1902

1898－1907

1903－1912

1908－1917

1913－1922

1918－1927

1923－1932

1928－1937

1933－1942

103

106

109

110

113

116

119

121

123

124

123

111

113

116

126

135

144

151

152

151

156

161

114

120

126

140

157

166

180

186

186

193

199

101

100

98

94

94

96

93

88

86

85

83

106

112

118

125

134

143

153

162

174

187

197

108

109

110

120

123

123

128

129

125

123

121

Notes：

SOurce：

L　The五gure　bearing　an　asterisk　is　the　export　surplus　of　the　years1883－1892．

2。The　index五gures　in　the　columns　other　than　the　Degree　of　Self－SufHciency

　　columnαre　based　on　the　years18784887，

3・1　為oたz6＝150kg　apProx，

T6bata　Seiichi東畑精一＆Kawano　Shiget6川野重任eds．，N∫hoππo　K8ど滋舜o

No9ッo日本の経濟と農業（Japan’s　Economy　and　Agriculture），Tokyo，Iwanami．

shoten，1956，P．101．
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rapid increase of the exports of raw silk on the basis of self-sufiiciency 

and the increased production of cocoons, naturally brought, in return, 

sufiicient foreign currency to enlarge the scale of imports of raw cotton, 

iron and steel, and of machinery and machine parts ; this special condi. 

tion spontaneously promoted the development of industrial capital for 

highly productive modern industry-especially in the field of the cotton 

industry, as well as in the heavy industries which were as yet under-

developed in Japan. 
Both in the case of rice, a foodstuff, and of cocoons, an industrial 

raw material, these products were provided by minute-scale peasant 

holdings and were supplied to the market under the circumstance that 

they only afforded the peasants an agricultural income per day of labour 

which was lower than that of day-1abourers in agriculture. The relations 

existed in which the disadvantage of agricultural products being raised 

by the low productivity of labour under the system of minute-scale 

peasant holdings was covered by the peasants' minimum evaluation of 
"family labour." Further, we may say that by b.asic self-sufliciency in 

the supply of these two important agricultural products, rice and cocoons, 

it also became possible to divert the foreign exchange which was scarce 

at this stage to the rapid construction of highly productive industrial 

capital and to the overcoming of backwardness thereby. 

Basically the landlords, who together with the capitalist class were 

an important ruling class in Japan, had rice production as the basis of 

their position of power. As is a matter of common knowledge, the 
Japanese landlords had fastened on to as much as 700/0 of the peasantry 

and were expropriating illegally high rents in kind and rates of intercst 

Lrom their tenants. Combined with the structure which we described 
in Section 1, in which the minute-scale peasant holding remained in the 

agricultural sector and was continually reproduced, Japanese capitalism's 

choice of proceeding in the direction of ensuring increased production 

and self-sufficiency in the most important agricultural products, rice and 

cocoons, was extremely convenient for landlords pursuing their own 

interests. During this period the price of rice rose as the result of 

the increasing demand for rice, and under these circumstances landlords 

sought to obtain proflt while strongly pursuing increased levies of rent 

from their tenants and the improvement of quality. 

The holding was also minute, and for poor tenant peasants it was 

extremely difiicult to go forward increasing the productivity of agriculture 

by their own ef{orts according to the increase of demand. Policies for 

increasing the production of rice and cocoons were developed " from 
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above " during this period by the central and prefectural authorities, 

who were strongly subject to the influence of landlords in their policy-

making. Land improvement schemes were carried out with a view to 
develop productive poteritial, and for these purposes government finance 

funds and landlords' funds were injected. Again, agricultural experiment 

stations were established by the central and prefectural authorities for 

the purposes of producing new crop varieties and new systems of 
productive technology.8 With such support " from ~bove " attempts 
were undertaken under the l~adership of the landlords to establish 

permanently in the minute-scale peasant holding a new form of agri-

cultural technology characterized by heavy labour-investment and heavy 

fertilizer applications. 

According to Sait(~ Mankichi's ~:~i~Yi~~~ researches in the peasant 

economy, at this stage about 70-800/0 of tenant peasants' productive 

running costs after deducting for wages payable to family labour4 were 

incurred in paying for fertilizers.5 This was a reflection of agricultural 

technology which proposed to develop productive potential by means of 

inputs of labour and fertilizers alone. It is of course true that at this 

time the greater part 0L these Lertilizers was produced on the holding. 

Such fertilizers were a direct conversion of the labour of the peasants. 

(The Japanese name for these fertilizers is tema-goe or ' Iabour-fertilizers '.) 

Consequently, schematically speaking, the basic condition L0r the econo-

mic reproduction of the fertilizers made on the holding may be said to 

have been the securing in the hands of the peasants of that portion of 

the agricultural produce produced by them which was necessary for 
the reproduction of their labour-power. Let us suppose that these 
relations were more or less established during the period covering the 

regime of the Tokugawa Shogunate and on into the first years of the 

Meiji era. In the period of the establishment of capitalism, however, 

increased investment of fertilizers with a view to increasing production 

s The following laws and government orders were promulgated for the purposes of 

promoting this colnplex of undertaldngs. 

National and Prefectural Agriculture Experiment Stations (1893-94). The River Law. 

The Industrial Banks Law. The Agricultural and Industrial Banks Law (1896). The 

Forests Law. The Soil Erosion Prevention Law (1897). The Land Consolidation Law 

(1899). The River Law, the Soil Erosion Prevention Law, and the Forests Law were 

known as ' the three laws for the regulation of water.' 

+ 'Productive running costs' include the cost of seed and fertilizers and miscellaneous 

expenses, but not rent. 

* Saito Mankichi ~~~~~~;*= . Nihon No~gyo no Keizai-ieki Hensen ~ ~j~~s~{~c)~~~~~~~I~~~; 

(Economic Change in Japanese Agriculture), Tokyo, Nishigahara Kankokai, 1918, pp. 

185-186, 196-197. 
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was carried out, principally with highly effective commercial fertilizers, 

particularly soybean cake. 

According to the researches of Sait~ Mankichi quoted above, at this 

stage commercial fertilizers accounted for half of the quantity of fertilizers 

applied to irrigated land used for rice cultivation and for about 300/0 of 

the quantity of fertilizers applied to unirrigated land. We may take it 

that even in the areas where agriculture was backward, 10-200/0 of 
the quantity of fertilizers applied were commercial fertilizers. Further, 

commercial fertilizers came to be used a~ indispensable means of produc-

tion not only on the holdings of cultivating proprietors but also of 

poor tenant peasants who had lost their land. 

In such a situation as this it became necessary for the peasantry in 

general, including the tenants, to recoup the cost of the Lertilizers they 

invested, and for this purpose also the securing of a certain portion of 

the agricultural produce now produced in increased quantity came to be 

demanded anew. Not only was this so, but if the peasants were to take 

steps to increase future production by increased investment of comtnercial 

fertilizers the agricultural produce to be allotted to this purpose must 

at all costs be secured by them in advance. 

In general, however, there remained in the hands of the tenant 

peasants, subject as they were to expropriation from the part 0L their 

landlords, only such a portion as would be barely sufiicient to sustain 

their meagre livelihood, or even a portion smaller than this. They were 

lacking in the power to raise the money to pay for fertilizers for them-

selves and adjust themselves to the course of increasing the production 

of agricultural products. 

Landlords and rice-fertilizer merchants advanced fertilizers or funds 

for the purchase of fertilizers to tenant peasants. Advances of fertilizers 

by these persons were associated with their mbney-1ending functions. 

The landlord recouped advances for Lertilizers with the addition of 

usurious interest in the form of payments in money or rice superadded 

to the ordinary rent. It is of course true that in some cases the cost 

of fertilizers was advanced by the landlord without interest or at a low 

rate of interest. For this purpose " Ihdustry and Economy Savings 
Associations " (Kinken Chochiku Kumiai ~l~{~~~~~,'f~:A~i ) were set up. all 

over Japan at this stage with landlords' funds as the nuclei around which 

the minute savings d~posits 0L the tenant peasants were collected. 

However, these undertakings were not carried out as philanthropic 
activities on the part of the landlords. They recoiled in the form of 

rent increases, Not only the tendency for landlords to raise the rent 




































